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Context

Objectives
How can we enforce a given workﬂow, which guarantees data
security at rest and in transport, and prevents data leaks?

We deﬁne a workﬂow as a sequence of tasks
processed by a set of actors.
The instigator of the workﬂow (the owner of the
data) interacts with contractors to realize a task.
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We propose and show how to use the microservices
architecture to ensure those properties.
Our goal is to make an architecture that is multi-tenant and
follows a generic design.
We also want the architecture to be easily conﬁgurable,
deployable and testable, by using pre-existing blocks.

Data leaks can occur in an unsecure
environment, by eavesdropping or intentional
leaks by the actors.
As data can be hosted by third parties, it needs
to be encrypted.
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Building Blocks
Container: Standard unit of software packaging application
code (service) and its dependencies in an isolated
P1R1 P2R1
environment.
Orchestrator: System to automate the management of
Agent worker
containers and their lifecycles. The orchestrator does so by
interacting with agents running on physical machines
P1R2
P2R2
(workers), which control groups of containers (pods).
Using containers grants us portability and a standardized
Agent worker
Orchestrator
environment.
This aspect, along with the fact that container
communications can be constrained and monitored gives
P1R3 P3R1
us a streamlined way to prevent data leaks.
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Service Mesh: System to automate the communication, security
and monitoring of containerized services. The controller
conﬁgures the proxies (routing, security, monitoring, ...).
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Proxies intercept ingoing/outgoing trafﬁc to their service
(iptables).
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mnt: Changes the
processes' view of the
ﬁlesystem
uts: Isolates hostname
pid: Isolates PIDs
user: Isolates UIDs
ipc: Isolates IPC System
V and SHM
net: Isolates networking
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Controller has a Certiﬁcate Authority (CA).
Proxies generate a key pair and associate their identity to a
certiﬁcate via the CA.
Key pair is used to communicate securely between services
via mTLS.
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Putting It Together
Policy Language: Rego
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default allow = false
allow {
required_roles[r]
...
}
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Proxy

required_roles[r] {
perm := role_perms[r][_]
perm.method = http_request.method
perm.path = http_request.path
}

Policy

Controller

role_perms = {
"images": [
{"method": "PUT", "path": "/greyscale"},
],
"greyscale": [
{"method": "PUT", "path": "/images"},
]
}
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A Policy sidecar is used for authorization.
Policies are periodically pulled from the Policy Store. Controller +
Proxy checks Policy to authorize requests.
Ingress and Egress pods are used as gateways to
better control communications
Policy Store +

Proxy

Policy

= Identity + Authentication
+ Encryption

Security at rest / in transport

= Authorization

Leak prevention

Conclusion & Challenges
Using the microservices architecture can help us secure workﬂows by providing Identity,
Authentication, Authorization, as well as means to operate in a potentially insecure
environment.
Projects already exist to help us implement this infrastructure:
Containers (Docker (Docker, 2019), containerd, ...)
Orchestrators (Kubernetes (Kubernetes, 2019), Nomad, ...)
Service Meshes (Istio (Istio, 2019) + Envoy/NGINX/HAProxy/...)
General Purpose Policy Engines (Open Policy Agent)

Only allows communication from
images to greyscale and greyscale
to images using the PUT method.
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